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Lightning Cable

Fast Charging

CHARGE & SYNC CABLE
Lightning   USB-C

Part no Colour Length

ELPC8P01-BK
ELPC8P02-BK

 Black
 Black

1m
2m

Built Strong

High Bend Life

Tough Outside. Tough Inside.

The Elements Pro USB-C to Lightning cable features double-
braided sleeving for ultra-resilience in the face of constant strains 
and pressures inevitable with cable handling. The Elements Pro 
also features strong insulation that fortifies its health, so you can 
charge with confidence.

Built for Your Daily Charging Regime

Gymnastic Bendability.

Although the Elements Pro’s exterior is extremely strong, the cable’s 
reinforced braiding ensures its highly flexible too. Tightly bundle the 
Elements Pro into your purse or bag pocket, and freely twist and 
maneuver it into your device and charger ports.
The Elements Pro is also housed in an extremely robust and bendable 
connector shell that you can squeeze into the confined domestic and 
office spaces other cables can’t reach. With the Elements Pro in your 
hands, you have a cable that can absorb more than 30,000 bends.

Squeezes into Confined Spaces
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Data Rate Device Compatibility

Package Includes Warranty

User Interface

Connector 1
Connector 2

1x Elements Pro USB-C to Lightning Cable 2 Year

USB-C (USB 2.0)

Lightning

480Mbps USB-C and Lightning enabled devices

Certified for iPhones

All cables in ALOGIC’s Elements Pro range are certified for reliable 
performance and safety. Just because you put your cables to 
work everyday doesn’t mean they should age before their time. 
The Elements Pro has a two-year warranty. Because we know it’s 
marathon-fit.

Charges Reliably Every Time

Cable Speed You Need

Plug the Elements Pro cable into your favourite portable devices 
for 12W power delivery, or transfer multimedia data between your 
devices at 480Mbps. Either way, the Elements Pro won’t keep you 
waiting.

Charge it on Your Clock


